The usefulness of space-VLBI for astrometric and geodynamic applications depends strongly on the orbit determination accuracy of the satellites involved. The requirements are very strict. In this paper, the results are presented of some preliminary investigations on the achievable orbit accuracy of the Soviet Radioastron and the ESA QUASAT space-VLBI satellites. For this purpose, simulations have been performed for a total of 23 orbital arcs, in which satellite observations from Precise Range and Range-rate Equipment (PRARE) were considered, as well as VLBI-type tracking of the satellite signals. The assumed tracking network consisted of 2 to 3 VLBI and 3 to 18 PRARE stations. The computations were carried out at Deift University of Technology using a computer program for covariance analysis of orbit determination problems.
INTRODUCTION
Two dedicated space-VLBI projects are in preparation for the years 1993-95. One, called Radioastron, is an approved and funded mission included in the space program of the Soviet Union. The other, called QUASAT, is being proposed in Western Europe and the USA as a joint ESA/NASA project. It is now under phase A study by ESA.
Space-VLBI has some very interesting potential applications in the field of astrometry and geodynamics (Reid 1984 , Fejes et al 1986 . Both applications need very precise orbit determination of the space antenna. For the Soviet Radioastron mission also real-time data processing is anticipated. This requires very accurate predictions of the position and the attitude of the satellite.
For these reasons it was decided to investigate the potential orbit determination accuracy of space-VLBI satellites in more detail. Earlier estimates for the orbit determination accuracy of OUASAT were reported by NASA and ESA study Teams (1984) and Jacobi et al (1985) .
ORBIT ACCURACY COMPUTATIONS
The purpose of this study was to investigate how accurately the position of space-VLBI satellites can be determined and how well their orbits can be modeled. The first part of this work was carried out at Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. For the computations, the ORAN error analysis program, developed by EG G/Washirtgton Analytical Services Center (1978) , was used. ORAN does not actually process observations, but it performs a covariance analysis of the orbit parameter estimation process, yielding indications for the accuracy of the orbit. It simulates a data reduction of real measurements of a given accuracy, while also considering errors in the measurement models and the dynamic models describing the motion of the satellite.
In general, the orbit determination accuracy depends on the accuracy of the measurement and dynamic models used in the orbit computations, the accuracy and spatial distribution of the tracking data and the length of the orbital arc: For very short arcs the measurement parameters, such as the errors of the assumed station coordinates, may be the dominant error source , while the effects of dynamic parameters, such as the solar radiation pressure, will become dominant for longer arcs (Wakker et al 1983) . To limit the effects of uncertainties in the solar radiation reflection properties of space-VLBI satellites, which may become quite large due to the very high area-to-mass ratios of such satellites, the orbital arcs considered had a maximum length of 24 hours.
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Orbit configurations and ground stations
Because the nominal orbits of both Radioastron and QUASAT are very eccentric, the visibility of the satellites is highly dependent of the orientation of the orbit relative to the ground stations. Therefore, a few variants of the nominal orbits were considered in which the epoch time and some of the orbit parameters were changed. Table 1 lists the epoch times and the full sets of orbital elements for five different configurations for which the simulations were performed. For Radioastron only two different cases (No. 1 and 2) were studied which differ in epoch time and in mean anomaly. For QUASAT the nominal (No. 3) set of orbit parameters was modified in order to optimize the tracking conditions for both the US and the European (Soviet) tracking stations (configuration No. 5). In Figure 1 the resulting ground tracks for the configurations 1, 3 and 5 have been plotted. The satellite positions are marked at 1-hour intervals. Also shown in Figure 1 are the locations of the assumed tracking stations. All these stations ace radio-astronomical observatories and many of them are involved in VLBI work already. Basically, the overall network consists of a European, a Soviet and an American network, each comprising 0 stations all of which are in the Northern hemisphere. Therefore, three stations in Argentina, Australia and South-Africa were added to provide coverage from the Southern hemisphere. In the case of Radioastron, the southern tracking stations are of relatively minor importance, because the visibility periods ofthe satellite from these stations are only very brief. This is the results of the high eccentricity and the selected perigee angle, which causes Radioastron to spend most of its time at high altitude above the Northern hemisphere. The ground track plot in Figure 1 provides some indication of this effect.
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The tracking techniques
Potential tracking techniques for space-VLBI satellites have already been discussed in Fejes et al (1986) . From a qualitative evaluation of the latest anticipated orbital elements of Radioastron and QUASAT some general conclusions regarding the precise tracking of space-VLBI satellites can be drawn. Basically, there are five different methods of tracking which may be applied, possibly in combination with each other. These methods are: 1. A two way coherent link of the VLBI telemetry and data acquisition station(s), to measure range and range rate with high precision. 2. The postprocessing of VLBI science data. 3. Application of an accurate microwave tracking system like the "Precise Range and Range-rate Equipment" (PRARE) (1983) being developed for the ESA ERS-1 mission. 4. VLBI type tracking of the transmissions of the satellite. 5. It might be benificial to have a micro-accelerometer on board in order to measure the non-gravitational perturbing forces acting on the satellite directly. Due to limitations of the software used in this study, only the Prare and VLBI type tracking could be simulated. Therefore, the effects of the application of the other methods on the orbit determination accuracy will be considered in a later study.
The assumed error model
The tracking parameters and the error model for the simulations are listed it, Table 2 . As can be seen, tracking networks comprising various numbers of stations were considered and also combinations of measurement types: In addition, the length of the data are was varied. Apart from the measurement errors themselves, many potential error sources can be identified. They were assigned an absolute or a fractional error which ORAN propagated into the adjusted orbit. As to the overall simulation approach the following remarks apply: 
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-The assumed tracking data rate was 1 measurement in 5 minutes. Since the tracking periods are rather long, this rate yields sufficient observations per pass. A higher rate would note provide more information. It would only have an effect on the data-noise contribution to the errors inversely proportional to the square-root of the rate increase, -The cut-off elevation was 20 deg, which is a rather strict condition, -the 2 mas errors in polar motion and the 10% error level for the tidal forces are considered to be a fair estimates, -two values, 50 cm and 10 cm, were considered for the postition accuracy of the PRARE stations, and 10 cm for the VLBI stations, -the measurement noise for the PRARE ranges and the VLBI range-differences was assumed to be 5 cm and 0.5 mm/S for range-rate, -since PRARE is a dual frequency system, the ionospheric propagation effects can be largely eliminated. The residual errors were estimated to amount to 2% of the effect at 8 GHz, -the tropospheric refraction error was taken to be 2% of the effect, -to simulate the uncertainties in a gravity field model that will be used in the actual orbit determination of space-VLBI satellites, an error model was used consisting of 10% of the differences between the GRIM-L2 and GEM-Ti models, truncated at degree and order 10, -a 0.0025 ppm error in the gravitational parameter was assumed which corresponds to its current estimated accuracy,
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the effect of atmospheric drag was neglected because of the high altitude of the satellites, -due to the large area-to-mass ratio of space-VLBI satellites, the effect of solar radiation pressure is quite large. This means that errors in the modeling of this effect will also lead to large orbit errors. To investigate this, simulations for both a pessimistic 20%, and an optimistic 5% fractional model error were performed, -the Earth's albedo model error was assumed to amount to 50% of the effect.
Results
In total, 23 different simulations were performed to find some answers to the following questions: -What is the average orbit accuracy along a full 24-hour arc, assuming realistic tracking conditions and model errors? -What are the individual contributions of the various error model parameters on the orbit accuracy?
-What are the required conditions to achieve a 1 m orbit accuracy? I~BLE3 Summary of the orbit determination simulation results for the various cases considered (* C= 1800) The results are summarized in Table 3 . The first column contains the serial number of the investigated orbital arc. Those arcs that had indentical tracking, but for which only different error models were used are marked by the letters a or b. In the second column the arc length is given, while the third column identifies the start and stop time of the data periods relative to the epocn time. The fourth column specifies which tracking stations (numbers according to Table 2 ) provided the measurements for the simulation. In the fifth column the "network efficiency" is indicated, which is the total accumulated tracking time divided by the number of observing stations times the arc length. The network efficiency is 100% when the full orbital arc is observed from all stations.
Next, the sixth column shows which assumptions were made for the solar reflectivity model error and the accuracy of the station coordinates. The main results are presented as four items in column 7, showing the root-mean-square (rrns) of the orbit errors over the arc length. The first two items represent the individual contributions of the solar reflectivity and station coordinate errors. In the "other" sub-column the combined effect of all other error sources is given (i.e. measurement noise, ionospheric and tropospheric refraction, albedo, polar motion, gravity field and tidal effects). These errors are generally negligible, compared with the errors due to solar reflectivity and station coordinates. Finally, the eighth and last column contains the orbit configuration number according to Table 1 .
From Table 3 , a number of conclusions can be drawn. First the PRARE tracking simulations will be discussed. The rms orbit errors represent some sort of average error over the whole arc length. In reality, these errors are a function of time. The difference between arc 1 and 2 is only the number of tracking stations. Arc 1 is observed by all of the northern hemisphere stations but arc 2 only from the five Soviet stations. In the latter case the orbital errors are three times larger than in the first case. This is primarily caused by the degraded tracking geometry of the reduced network, which is confined to a much smaller area. The accuracy of the orbit determination of Radioastron reduces from 45 m to 140 m when using exclusively Soviet stations and assuming a 20% solar reflectivity model error. The largest contribution again comes from this error source, but the unfavourable geometry is also reflected in much larger errors due to the tracking station coordinate uncertainties. Similar, conclusions can be drawn with respect to the number and geometrical distribution of the tracking stations from the results for arcs 3-4 and 5-6 of Radioastron, as well as arcs 9-10, 11-12 and 13-14 of QUASAT. The errors of arc 8 are about half of those of arc 7 (QUASAT). The difference is due to the improved tracking coverage, primarily archieved by a change in the position of the ascending node. The argument of perigee is also a very important parameter, because it can be used to position the apogee of the orbit over the hemisphere where the majority of tracking stations is located for optimum visibility conditions (see Figure 1 ). Due to the orbital period of 24 hours, the geometrical configuration of Radioastron and the tracking stations is repeated daily, but for QUASAT this is not the case. Therefore, the QUASAT orbit determination accuracy will be a function of time, with a repeat period much longer than the orbital period. The effect of solar radiation pressure on a satellite orbit is commulative in time. Therefore, it causes smaller errors in shorter arcs than in longer ones (arcs 4-6 and 4a-6a). On the other hand, the effects of station coordinate errors become larger for the shorter arcs, especially if the tracking geometry is not optimal (arcs 13, 16, 17) . In these cases their contributions become very significant relative to the effects of all other error sources (compare arcs i6-16a, 21-2ia and 22-22a). It is surprising that change of orbital errors is nonlinear in consequence of change of solar radiation appriory errors (arcs 4-4a, 6-6a). Our opinion a single error parameter can not characterize suitably the error of orbital arc. On the other hand during the adjustment the sources of errors are not separate totally from each other.
VLBI-type tracking of satellite signals was simulated for configurations involving 2 or 3 stations. In the simulations for Radioastron the following stations were used: Medicina, Bearlake and Ussurisk. The length of the orbital arc being observed simultaneously from these stations, is about ii hours. From Table 3 it can be seen that using a 20% solar reflectivity model error, the orbit errors become very large for the nominal orbit configuration of Radioastron (arc 19). The results appear to be much better for arcs 15a, 16b and i7a, which use the more optimistic 5% solar reflectivity error and also a slightly modified orbit configuration. Another important difference is that these arcs also observe the perigee region, where the satellite is at a relatively low altitude and therefore provides good geometry for VLBI-type tracking. If the orbit determination is based on VLBI-type tracking from only 2 stations the errors may become four times larger than when using 3 stations, as can be seen from the differences between the results for arc 20 and arc 16b. Therefore, it may be concluded that VLBI-type tracking needs a minimum of 3 stations. Also, it is interesting to note that PRARE tracking gives better results than VLBI-type tracking, which follows from a comparison of the results for arc 16a and 16b. The explanation is that PRARE provides absolute measurements of both range and range-rate, while VLSI only generates range-difference observations. This mainly effects the contribution of the station coordinate errors. Finally, it was found (arcs 22 and 22a) that by combining the PRARE and VLBI-type observations of a three-station network, the orbit determination accuracy for a 7-hour arc of Radioastron may reach a level of 1 to 2 m.
CONCLUSIONS
The dominant part of the orbital errors of space-VLSI satellites originates from errors in the solar reflectivity models. All other effects can be modeled so accurately that they only yield small or negligible errors.
A 5% error in the solar reflectivity model seems to be a reasonable estimate, because in real orbit determinations, a scaling factor will be solved for which absorbs the average error. Nevertheless, for such large satellites, a good model for the variation of the cross-sectional area as a function of the direction of the incident radiation, as well as a model for the reflectivity of the various parts of the satellite will be required. A micro-accelerometer on board could be an alternative for this, since it can measure these non-gravitational forces. Therefore, developments in this field should be monitored carefully. The tracking stations should be well distributed over the globe to provide the best tracking geometries. The investigations of the orbit determination accuracy of space-VLSI satellites will be continued. In particular it is planned to investigate the possibility to obtain precise orbits of the space-VLSI satellites from using the VLSI science data itself as tracking data, and to study the potential role of micro-accelerometer data.
